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Application for Assignment of License of KLQB(FM), Taylor, TX 

 Amendment to Response to Section III, Item 6(b) 
 

This amendment is filed at the request of the Commission’s staff to supply an 
additional showing with regard to the common ownership of television station KAKW-
TV with radio stations KINV(FM) and KLQB(FM), Taylor, Texas.  In its original 
submission, Univision demonstrated that the common ownership of Univision’s existing 
station KINV(FM) with the station proposed to be acquired herein, KLQB(FM), is 
permitted under the Commission’s multiple ownership rules with respect to radio stations 
contained in Section 73.3555(a)(ii) of the Commission’s rules. 

With respect to the Commission’s radio-television cross-ownership rule, attached 
hereto is a map generated by the Comstudy software providing detail of the KAKW-TV 
Grade A contour over the community of Taylor, Texas.  Because the KAKW-TV contour 
does not wholly encompass all of the area within the boundaries of the community of 
Taylor, the community of license of KLQB(FM), and because the KLQB(FM) contour 
does not encompass any of Killeen, the community of license of KAKW-TV, the 
Commission’s radio-television cross-ownership rule is not triggered with respect to the 
common ownership of these two stations.  Accordingly, Univision did not supply any 
additional information regarding the common ownership of KAKW-TV and KLQB(FM).   

However, it is noted that the common ownership of KAKW-TV with KINV(FM) 
and KLQB(FM) would nevertheless comply with the Commission’s radio-television 
cross-ownership rule even if the KAKW-TV contour did cover all of Taylor, Texas.  
Pursuant to Section 73.3555(c)(2)(ii) of the Commission’s rules, a single entity may hold 
an attributable interest in one television and two radio stations in any market where at 
least 10 independent voices are present.  As shown by the previously submitted 
information from BIA MediaAccess Pro, there are at least 10 independent voices among 
radio stations considered home to the Austin market alone, without taking into account 
the additional television, newspaper and cable voices in the market.  Accordingly, the 
common ownership of KAKW-TV with radio stations KLQB(FM) and KINV(FM) 
complies with the Commission’s radio-television cross-ownership rule.  Univision is also 
the licensee of television station KNIC-TV, Blanco, TX, but this station serves the San 
Antonio market, not the Austin market.  A map of that station’s contour is attached hereto 
for reference. 
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